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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Left ventricular ejection fraction calculation automation typically requires 
complex algorithms and is dependent of optimal visualization and tracing of 
endocardial borders. This significantly limits usability in bedside clinical applic-
ations, where ultrasound automation is needed most.

AIM 
To create a simple deep learning (DL) regression-type algorithm to visually 
estimate left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction (EF) from a public database of 
actual patient echo examinations and compare results to echocardiography 
laboratory EF calculations.

METHODS 
A simple DL architecture previously proven to perform well on ultrasound image 
analysis, VGG16, was utilized as a base architecture running within a long short 
term memory algorithm for sequential image (video) analysis. After obtaining 
permission to use the Stanford EchoNet-Dynamic database, researchers randomly 
removed approximately 15% of the approximately 10036 echo apical 4-chamber 
videos for later performance testing. All database echo examinations were read as 
part of comprehensive echocardiography study performance and were coupled 
with EF, end systolic and diastolic volumes, key frames and coordinates for LV 
endocardial tracing in csv file. To better reflect point-of-care ultrasound (POCUS) 
clinical settings and time pressure, the algorithm was trained on echo video 
correlated with calculated ejection fraction without incorporating additional 
volume, measurement and coordinate data. Seventy percent of the original data 
was used for algorithm training and 15% for validation during training. The 
previously randomly separated 15% (1263 echo videos) was used for algorithm 
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performance testing after training completion. Given the inherent variability of echo EF 
measurement and field standards for evaluating algorithm accuracy, mean absolute error (MAE) 
and root mean square error (RMSE) calculations were made on algorithm EF results compared to 
Echo Lab calculated EF. Bland-Atlman calculation was also performed. MAE for skilled echocardi-
ographers has been established to range from 4% to 5%.

RESULTS 
The DL algorithm visually estimated EF had a MAE of 8.08% (95%CI 7.60 to 8.55) suggesting good 
performance compared to highly skill humans. The RMSE was 11.98 and correlation of 0.348.

CONCLUSION 
This experimental simplified DL algorithm showed promise and proved reasonably accurate at 
visually estimating LV EF from short real time echo video clips. Less burdensome than complex 
DL approaches used for EF calculation, such an approach may be more optimal for POCUS 
settings once improved upon by future research and development.

Key Words: Deep learning; Artificial intelligence; Point-of-care-ultrasound; Ejection fraction; Cardiac; 
Echocardiography
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Core Tip: The manuscript describes a novel study of machine learning algorithm creation for point of care 
ultrasound left ventricular ejection fraction estimation without measurements or modified Simpson's Rule 
calculations typically seen in artificial applications designed to calculate the left ventricular ejection 
fraction. I believe the manuscript will be of interest to your readers and significantly add to the body of 
literature related to bedside clinical ultrasound artificial intelligence applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction (EF) calculation is the most common method for quantifying left 
ventricular systolic function[1,2]. Not only is EF the most widely used measure of cardiac function in 
clinical care but it is especially important in severely ill and unstable patients. In critically ill patients, 
rapidly obtaining the EF helps narrow treatment options and can identify possible causes behind 
unstable vital signs. EF can be assessed using a variety of imaging modalities and methods. Magnetic 
resonance imaging, while providing high accuracy, is logistically difficult to perform in most urgent or 
emergent situations[3,4]. The resultant effective criterion standard is EF calculation by comprehensive 2-
D echocardiography, typically using the modified Simpson’s rule[5]. However, despite ultrasound’s 
lower cost and greater accessibility than MRI, and the potential for bedside imaging by an echocardio-
graphy tech, results are typically delayed by hours to days after examination performance. This “results 
time lag” is impractical in any clinical scenario requiring rapid patient assessment and decision making
[6].

The modified Simpson’s approach uses a mathematical approach for estimating volumes, based on 
LV images in two orthogonal planes[7]. The operator carefully outlines endocardial borders for end 
systolic and end diastolic frames in both planes (Figure 1). Using a single plane, typically from the 
apical 4 chamber view, is possible, but leads to lower accuracy when compared to a two plane approach
[8]. Manually calculating EF using ultrasound is time consuming, requires considerable training and 
expertise and is rarely performed, even by highly experienced providers, in POCUS settings due to 
hardware and time limitations[9]. An alternative method is visual estimation by the operator. 
Experienced echocardiography technologists and cardiologists specializing in echocardiography can 
visually estimate EF with reasonable accuracy[10]. However, rank and file POCUS users are only able to 
grade EF visually into broad general categories such as normal, moderately and severely depressed. 
This level of gradation equates to just three 20% EF ranges while most echocardiography laboratories 
report EF in much more granular 5% ranges between 10% to 70%[11].
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Figure 1 The operator carefully outlines endocardial borders for end systolic and end diastolic frames in both planes. RV: Right Ventricle; 
RA: Right Atrium; LV: Left Ventricle; LA: Left Atrium.

Although visual EF estimation is indeed faster and theoretically better suited for many acute care 
scenarios, it has to be accurate and precise enough to detect clinically relevant changes and be 
repeatable. Given that human operator visual estimation is highly subjective, reproducibility in a high 
pressure clinical setting such as with a critically ill patient undergoing interventions and resuscitation, 
can be especially difficult[12]. The challenge can be made even more difficult if the operator obtaining 
the visual EF estimation changes, such as with shift change or transition of care. The decompensating 
patient, now being treated by a new provider, may not have an objective and reproducible EF 
assessment for comparison. In such cases especially, a more objective, precise and reproducible, yet 
rapid, measure is highly desirable.

Considerable work has occurred with Artificial Intelligence (AI) in automatic EF estimation in the 
academic research space as well as some with commercial ventures, resulting in several hardware/ 
software products available for purchase and use by clinicians[13-16]. Liu et al[16] developed a DPS-Net 
based algorithm using a biplane Simpson’s rule for EF determination. The investigators achieved high 
correlation with gold standard testing based on receiver operator curves approaching 0.974. However, 
accurate segmentation of the LV in the apical 4 and 2 chamber planes, for both end systole and end 
diastole. This method, while accurate is computationally intensive and would require POCUS users to 
obtain an imaging plane they are rare trained to achieve (apical 2 chamber). Strezecka et al[13] studied 
automated EF measurement specifically on a POCUS device, which would inherently indicate use by 
clinicians with little training in echo. The researchers used an algorithm capable of EF determination 
from just one imaging plane, the apical 4 chamber view. However, they depicted several failures of the 
algorithm to detect and trace the endocardial border, a critical step in their EF calculation method. 
Unfortunately, POCUS settings often result in images with limited endocardial border detail, which can 
lead to the failure of such algorithms on a regular basis. To date, the majority of the commercial 
products utilize some form of a modified Simpson’s rule approach and depend significantly on clear 
images with well delineated endocardial borders[17,18]. In fact, the challenge of determining an EF in 
the POCUS setting with POCUS equipment has already led to one class 2 FDA recall and another 
vendor’s EF application removal from the market and requirement for full FDA review[19].

In order to explore improved visual EF estimation, researchers sought to create a simple deep 
learning (DL) algorithm to rapidly “visually” estimate EF from a public database of actual patient echo 
examinations and compare results to echocardiography laboratory EF calculations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design 
Researchers utilized simple DL architecture previously found to perform well in ultrasound image 
analysis. The VGG16 architecture was used as a base to run inside a long short term memory (LSTM) 
algorithm for video analysis by sequential frames. To better reflect POCUS clinical settings and time 
pressure, the algorithm was trained on echo videos correlated with calculated ejection fraction without 
incorporating additional available measurement data such as end systolic and diastolic volumes, key 
frames or endocardial border coordinates, from a large public echo database. Seventy percent of the 
data was used for algorithm training and 15% for validation during training. A previously separated 
15% was reserved for algorithm performance testing. Algorithm training was optimized through 
variably adjusting batch size, number of epochs (an epoch is one round of DL algorithm training 
through all of the data), learning rate and the number of frames the LSTM analyses at once. A total of 
1263 randomly selected echo videos were used to test algorithm performance. For final DL testing, 
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researchers created a script to generate a CSV file containing a calculation of difference between 
algorithm estimated EF and criterion standard EF calculation for each video along with a cumulative 
average. The study did not utilize any patient data nor medical center facilities or resources and was 
exempted from Institutional Review Board (IRB) review.

Study data
Researchers were granted permission to access the Stanford EchoNet-Dynamic database after 
submitting an application to the data curators of the approximately 10036 apical 4-chamber (A4C) echo 
A4C video repository[20]. After downloading the video data and corresponding spreadsheet, 
researchers randomly removed approximately 15% (1263 A4C) of the A4C videos for final performance 
testing. Stanford researchers created the EchoNet-Dynamic database “to provide images to study 
cardiac motion and chamber volumes using echocardiography, or cardiac ultrasound, videos obtained 
in real clinical practice for diagnosis and medical decision making[20].” Data contained in the database 
is depicted in Table 1. All extracted Stanford de-identified echo examination data contained EF, end 
systolic and diastolic volumes, key frames and coordinates for LV endocardial tracing and were read as 
part of comprehensive echocardiography study performance. A4C videos were 112 × 112 pixels in size, 
compared to typical exported examination videos which can be 1024 × 560 pixels in size, or larger 
(Figure 2). Many of these videos were noted to have noisy images impacting LV endocardial 
delineation.

Algorithm design
The publicly available Keras-based (a python machine learning library) VGG-16 bidirectional LSTM DL 
algorithm, which had produced superior performance in prior studies, was chosen for this project[21]. 
Researchers coded the DL algorithm in the Python programming language version 3.72. VGG-16 
convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture is obtainable from public sources including an online 
repository, github.com. VGG is a rudimentary CNN containing only 16 Layers, in comparison to most 
modern CNNs which are made of hundreds of layers. Previous work suggests simpler CNNs like VGG-
16 may perform better than larger complex ones in classifying some grayscale ultrasound images[21].

The VGG-16 CNN was used inside a Long Short Term Memory algorithm. A LSTM network is one of 
several approaches geared for video analysis by having the VGG-16 CNN analyze each frame sequen-
tially. On top of the VGG-16 functionality the LSTM tracks temporal changes which may occur from one 
frame to the next. For studies with large dynamic components such as lung ultrasound applications and 
echocardiography, such approaches are especially critical. Standard LSTM networks are designed to 
track temporal changes in one direction. Researchers chose a bidirectional LSTM architecture for even 
better performance. Bi-directional LSTM allows temporal information to flow in both directions, 
forward and reverse, resulting in higher sensitivity and specificity for detecting change from one frame 
to another. Higher sensitivity and specificity result from the bi-directional LSTM’s enhanced 
understanding of what context motion or change occurs in. Researchers used standard VGG-16 specific 
initial training weights for the VGG-16 bidirectional LSTM. Weights used in a CNN are best viewed as 
learnable mathematical parameters. These weights are used by a CNN to analyze image features and 
through that the entire image, leading to image classification or object detection.

The bidirectional LSTM was trained on 70% of the original downloaded data. Stepwise adjustments 
were made to optimizers, batch size and learning rates in response to training results. Total epochs were 
also manipulated training to improve results for highest accuracy.

Algorithm validation and testing 
LSTM architecture and coding included scripts for automatic cross validation during each epoch 
automatically. Additionally, researchers added code to automatically calculate a running MAE from 
epoch to epoch in order to provide additional training performance clues. After results were optimized 
and no further adjustments improved performance, the algorithm was tested on the 1263 apical 4 
chamber echocardiograph videos randomly selected and set aside upon original data download from 
EchoNet. These randomly selected video EFs ranged from 7% to 91%. During this final testing phase, 
researchers again coded the algorithm to produce an MAE and also a running CSV file with each CNN 
predicted EF and the actual calculated EF made at Stanford using the modified Simpson’s rule.

Statistical analysis
Echocardiographic EF measurements inherently vary in the same subject due to both patient and 
operator factors[21]. Therefore, exact agreement between the calculated EF and LSTM prediction are 
seen as unlikely. Thus, mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) calculations 
were performed on algorithm EF results, in keeping with field standards, to evaluate relative algorithm 
accuracy compared to Echo Lab calculated EF[21]. MAE for highly skilled echocardiographers has been 
established to range from 4 to 5%[22]. A highly complex DL algorithm using additional data points and 
built by database creators achieved a MAE of 5.44% with the same videos[20]. Researchers also 
performed Bland-Altman analysis between comprehensive echocardiography laboratory bi-planar 
modified Simpson’s rule EF results and the visual estimations by the DL algorithm. Statistical analyses 
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Table 1 EchoNet-dynamic database contents

Category Content in Category

Video file name File name linked to annotations, labels and videos

Subject age Scanning subjects age reported in years

Subject gender Scanning subject gender

Ejection fraction EF calculated through a ratio of ESV and EDV

End systolic volume ESV calculated using a method of discs during the echocardiogram

End diastolic volume EDV calculated using a method of discs during the echocardiogram

Height of video frame Individual frame height for the echo videos

Width of video frame Individual frame width for the echo videos

Frames per second FPS rate for the echo video

Number of frames Number of frames in the entire echo video

Split from benchmark Split of videos into train/validate and test datasets from original work

ESV: End systolic volume; EDV: End diastolic volume; EF: Ejection fraction of the left ventricle; FPS: Frames per second.

Figure 2 Apical 4-chamber videos were 112 × 112 pixels in size, compared to typical exported examination videos which can be 1024 × 
560 pixels in size, or larger.

were performed using Python Scripts.

RESULTS
The LSTM DL algorithm using original greyscale video for visual EF estimation resulted in a MAE of 
8.08% (95%CI 7.60 to 8.55) when tested on 1263 apical 4 chamber videos previously unseen by the 
algorithm. This suggests good performance compared to highly skilled human operators such as echo 
technologists or echo trained cardiologists who typically have an MAE of 4% to 5%[22]. The RMSE was 
11.98 and correlation of 0.348. The standard deviation was 8.58%. The Bland-Altman plots are shown in 
Figure 3. For reference, the DynamicEcho creators tested 9 different DL models obtaining a best MAE of 
5.44 and worst of 51.8. RMSE ranged similarly from 6.16 to 35.2, respectively[20]. Human experts tested 
by DynamicEcho creators achieved an MAE of 3.12 and RMSE of 4.57[20].

Best results were obtained with an LSTM frame analysis of 50, 40 epochs, batch size of 40, using an 
Adam optimizer and batch size of 10 videos. The DL was able to analyze and interpret reach of the 1263 
test videos with no failures, Training failed on three videos which were found to be corrupted (not 
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Figure 3 The Bland-Altman plots. EF: Ejection fraction.
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previously identified) and contained no usable data.

DISCUSSION
This simple DL algorithm proved fairly accurate in delivering visual EF predictions when tested on 1263 
actual patient A4C echocardiogram videos and compared to comprehensive cardiac laboratory echocar-
diography EF calculations. Further, its agreement as measured by MAE was within three percentage 
points of what is expected from expert echocardiographers and approximately two percentage points of 
the best performing complex algorithm designed by the DynamicEcho database creators. utilizing 
additional available data points. The creation of “visual” EF estimation DL algorithms has been 
overlooked to date by POCUS machine vendors, but considerable potential exists for its imple-
mentation.

Emergent situations such as unstable vital signs require rapid patient assessment. Simple 
measurements like blood pressure, heart rate and oxygen saturations are useful initial parameters, yet 
clinicians may require more information than vital signs provide. Perhaps the most important general 
information in many emergent medical situations is assessment of systolic cardiac function. Uncovering 
abnormal cardiac function is immensely informative to the clinician, especially when it was previously 
unknown. An unstable patient with normal cardiac function can tolerate interventions that are contrain-
dicated for those with decreased EF, such as immediate administration of fluid boluses. Alternatively, 
severely depressed systolic cardiac function may lead the clinician directly to pharmacological 
intervention with centrally administered vasopressors to increase blood pressure and systemic 
perfusion. Unfortunately, without actually imaging the heart in real time at bedside, clinicians have few 
options for dividing current systolic function reliably. POCUS cardiac imaging is the most accessible 
imaging solution worldwide and may hold the answer for emergent assessment even in the hands of 
novice users[23].

POCUS literature on cardiac function assessment dates back nearly 30 years, and has ranged from 
simply identifying cardiac activity in arresting patients to identification of tamponade and even visual 
assessment of EF[24,25,11]. One early study showed that POCUS users, who received focused training 
on visual EF estimation, could successfully categorize EF into normal, moderately and severely 
depressed categories[11]. This equates to approximately 20% categories given a typically EF range of 
10% on the low side and 70% on the high. In contrast, a report obtained from a echocardiography 
laboratory will have an EF presented as a 5% range. While knowing if the EF is normal, moderately or 
severely depressed can be helpful in some clinical situations, a more granular measure and one that is 
reproducible would be necessary in others. For instance such as a patient whose EF has dropped from 
50% to 40% or from 35% to 25%. Both may represent critically important changes as one shows a 10% 
decrease from a near normal EF and the other a deterioration from a poor EF to significantly worse. 
Additionally, stressful situations such as emergency scenarios may result in a confidence drop in 
measurement repeatability and a change of the provider visually estimating the EF can lead more inter-
observer problems with identifying EF changes[26]. A precise and repeatable EF measurement tool 
would optimally be available at very patient’s bedside, but in reality most clinicians still do not use 
ultrasound at all, and among those that do the vast majority cannot perform modified Simpson’s rule 
calculation from the apical 4 and 2 chamber views[27]. Similarly, most clinicians still lack the experience 
to reliably visually estimate the EF such as a highly seasoned cardiologist or echo tech.

EF calculation via echo with AI has been well explored by large research groups with good results, 
but often complex algorithms and some requiring multiple steps[28,29]. The creators of the Stanford 
EchoNet-Dynamic database were successful in creating several algorithms with the best one performing 
on par with echo techs in a comprehensive echocardiography laboratory[19]. Not surprisingly, 
commercial vendors of AI technology have finally turned their attention to the POCUS market and its 
needs. One of the first applications focused on by a number of both hardware/software and software 
only vendors has been EF calculation. Most utilize a modified Simpson’s rule approach requiring good 
imaging planes and in some cases acquisition of a 2 chamber apical view. Typically the internal LV 
tracing made by the software are displayed and the clinician is asked to adjust them as needed, 
something beyond the skill level of most POCUS users.

This is the first POCUS research effort without involvement of a commercial entity and using a 
classical modified Simpson’s rule approach that could be identified in the literature. It suggests that 
rapid visual EF estimation may be feasible as a clinical DL tool for emergent clinical settings. The MAE 
of 8%, while not as good as attained by expert echocardiographers still shows significant potential for 
such deep learning algorithms. The original DynamicEcho creators attained a range of MAEs for 
multiple DL algorithm approaches using additional data beside simple video analysis. The highest MAE 
was over 50% and best performing at 5.44% further validating this initial effort as a worthwhile 
development pathway for future DL solutions. No doubt future developers, using higher resolution 
videos could greatly improve on these results, especially prior to putting them into commercially 
available software. The visual estimation DL algorithm described here using LSTM can run in real time 
on an ultrasound device while a novice POCUS user is imaging the heart. The ability to estimate EF in 
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real time, without need for a pause while the ultrasound machine runs the DL algorithm tracing 
endocardial borders and comparing end systolic and end diastolic volumes, should improve clinicians’ 
abilities for rapid medical decision making.

Our study had multiple limitations. The database contained a large number of videos with compre-
hensive echocardiography laboratory calculated EF, but the videos to which access was provided were 
very small at 112 × 112 pixels, potentially limited algorithm performance. While DL algorithms often 
resize video during training in order to decrease computational burden on the algorithm, researchers 
have seen improved results when using larger image size, double or triple the provided frame 
dimension, when training on ultrasound video. Although the DL algorithm was tested on a large 
number of echo videos covering the broad range of EFs from very low to high, this is not the same as 
actual implementation of an algorithm on a POCUS device in a clinical setting to test its performance. 
The steps necessary to achieve that were outside the scope of our study, but are technically, if not logist-
ically simple. Additionally, the source videos were typically from one of a handful of ultrasound 
machines, thus likely leading to a less robust algorithm as recent work show the potential for significant 
DL algorithm performance degradation even when faced with superior image quality videos and near 
total performance failure when significantly inferior image quality videos are faced by the algorithm
[30]. Another source of disagreement with comprehensive echo lab EF calculation and our DL algorithm 
lie in our use of only 4 chamber videos (the only ones available for download). The optimal approach to 
EF calculation is using the ESV and EDV volume of the left ventricle in both apical 4 chamber and apical 
2 chamber views. This results in a more accurate EF calculation and should naturally explain some of 
the differences found[7].

CONCLUSION
This simplified DL algorithm proved fairly accurate at visually estimating LV EF from short real time 
echo video clips. It opens up an exploratory avenue that differs from most current commercial applic-
ations seen in automated EF calculations. Less burdensome than complex DL approaches used for EF 
calculation, such an approach may be more optimal for POCUS settings. Future research lines should 
explore actual on the edge implementation and testing in different clinical environments. Additionally, 
an exploration of a more diverse database with multiple ultrasound machines represented as well as 
higher quality videos should be undertaken to further implore potential accuracy improvements in 
visual EF estimation.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Deep learning has been explored in medical ultrasound image analysis for several years and some 
applications have focused on evaluation of cardiac function. To date, most academic research and 
commercial deep learning ventures to automate left ventricular ejection calculation have resulted in 
image quality dependent highly complex algorithms which require multiple views from the apical 
window. Research into alternative approaches have been limited.

Research motivation
To explore a deep learning approach modeling visual ejection fraction estimation, thereby modeling the 
approach taken by highly skill electrocardiographers with decades of experience. If possible, such an 
approach could work with less than ideal images and be less computationally burdensome, both ideal 
for point of care ultrasound applications, where experts are unlikely to be present.

Research objectives
To develop a deep learning algorithm capable of visual estimation of left ventricular ejection fraction.

Research methods
Long short term memory structure using a VGG16 convolutional neural network capable of bidirec-
tionality was employed for video analysis of cardiac function. The algorithm was trained on a publicly 
available echo database with ejection fraction calculations made at a comprehensive echocardiography 
laboratory. After training, the algorithm was tested on a data subset specifically set aside prior to 
training.

Research results
The algorithm performed well in comparison to baseline data for correlation between echocardio-
graphers calculating ejection fraction and gold standards. It outperformed some previously published 
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algorithms for agreement.

Research conclusions
Deep learning based visual ejection fraction estimation is feasible and could be improved with further 
refinement and higher quality databases.

Research perspectives
Further research is needed to explore the impact of higher quality video for training and with a more 
diverse ultrasound machine source.
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